
Innatraea is an epic fantasy series with eons of history, mythologies, legends, cultures, 
spiritual beliefs, and complex living characters. The principles of Innatraea are that people 
deserve an in-depth, content based, and complex fantasy world; where they can escape 
and find soul nourishing enjoyment. Fantasy however can also teach about the real world, 
morals, values, and knowledge are all things that should be a part of everyday life. At its 
heart Innatraea will focus on modern real world issues such as women's rights, vulnerable 
cultures, minorities, peaceful coexistence, romantic freedom, and personal choice.

The long term goals of Innatraea are to publish the series as both physical, and digital 
novellas, create an IP where people can feel as though they belong, and help in bridging 
the gap between web2 and web3 for authors and literature. Within the web3 space 
Innatraea exists as a content based fantasy literature project. With ongoing weekly writing 
content, discussion, monthly free NFT art collections, an internal rewards token, and 
available revenue share in the overall Innatraea IP. Keep reading for more details on 
everything.
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Innatraea Novella One: 

Small Footsteps 

Innatraea is a world with eons of history and secrets. All myths begin in truth. Future 
legends all begin with the small footsteps of everyday folk. The past, present, and future of 
an entire world are slowly building towards an event of great change. Kingdoms will fall, 
goddesses will be born, and ancient magics will ignite. How will the hearts of normal 
people affect these monumental events? The answers will reveal themselves in the small 
footsteps of a remarkable young woman's journey. Rosalie Sharone, of Aliselle Falls, is a 
child prodigy, orphan girl, and the most powerful Weaver in recent history. She will leave 
her home, family, and friends behind to begin her epic life's quest. Her dream is travel to 
the  mysterious island of Sceotan and join the ranks of Innatraea's most ancient and 
powerful magic wielders, The Weavers. Rosalie's heart will eventually change all of 
Innatraea, this novella is the beginning of her journey.
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Innatraea Asherah Tree NFTs.

The Asherah Tree is an ancient mythological species of rose tree and the symbol of 
Innatraea's mother goddess, Asherah. These trees are said to have given birth to the 
world. In similar fashion, they also gave birth to the Innatraea project.

Asherah Tree NFT:

Token ID 0.0.3095895

Original Cost 500 HBAR Max Supply 100.

Secondary Market Link:

https://sentx.io/nft-marketplace/0.0.3095895

Holder's Benefits:

1. Discord and content access.

2. 10% discount per Asherah Tree held on Innatraea Tezos NFT collections.

3. One name per Asherah Tree held on the IRL/Digital thank you pages in any published 
Innatraea books.

4. Eligibility to order a personalized/Signed copy per Asherah Tree held of any IRL 
published Innatraea books.

5. Free completed NFT book per Asherah Tree held of future Innatraea book publications.

6. Future .1%  revenue share in the Innatraea IP. Will be implemented once Asherah Trees 
can be staked and revenue can be claimed. 10% of all Innatraea IP profits are deposited 
into a Treasury. Each Innatraea Asherah Tree held will earn 1% of that.

7. Earning 1 Innatraea Asherah Seed tokens a month by staking. This will change to more 
tokens and an airdrop model soon.

8. One time airdrop of 10 Innatraea Asherah Seed tokens, for purchasing an Asherah Tree 
off of secondary.
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Discord/Content Access: 

The discord server for Innatraea is private. In order to access it a person must hold at least 
one of the eligible NFTs in their wallet. Currently those NFTs are the Asherah Trees, 
Kurandoms, and Kuro’s World. 

This discord server is where the contest releases for Innatraea take place. Here you will 
find weekly updates to novella content and holiday short stories in the world of Innatraea. 
Currently we will be going over the edited version of novella 1, giving holders and chance 
to see and discuss Small Footsteps ahead of publishing, and to share your opinions.

Why a private server? This both protects my holders and allows me to interact with a 
smaller community as I build the world of Innatraea. Eventually the series will begin 
publishing, the IP will be out there, and Innatraea will become a big deal. The discord 
members of my project, aka my holders, are the core for all of this, and have access to me 
throughout the process.
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Innatraea NFT Art Collections:

There are  multiple types of NFT collections within the Innatraea IP, other than the Asherah 
Trees. These are primarily art based, though some include short bios on Innatraea 
characters, places, cultures, etc. Others also provide a way to earn Innatraea Asherah 
Seed tokens. All currently active Innatraea NFT collections, outside of the Asherah Trees, 
are 1/1 NFTs.

Hedera Innatraea NFT art collections:

These are purely art and have been a few of them, they can be viewed through links on 
the Innatraea website to the SentX marketplace. There are also details and links to these 
in the Innatraea discord server. They are the Innatraea Glow Orbs, Haze Flower Queens, 
The Shedon, The Ariela, The Great Tree Saplings, The Tursi Women, The Weavers, and 
Kalaerda. 

Some of these have other utilities:

Glow Orbs: Allow you to unlock lore puzzles throughout all the art collections. These are a 
combination of three art NFTs that are related to each other in terms of lore. If you believe 
you have a puzzle and a Glow Orb then open a ticket in discord, this will earn you free art 
NFT that connects the lore and a drop of Innatraea Asherah Seed tokens. Two specific 
Glow Orb NFTs also possess the SeedX trait and a multiplier, earning Innatraea Asherah 
Seed tokens weekly.

Kalaerda: All of these possess the SeedX trait and a multiplier, earning Innatraea Asherah 
Seed tokens weekly.

Great Tree Saplings: These can only be acquired by burning the older decommissioned 
Innatraea NFT collections: Book One Goddess and Ealain Crann. Any combination of 4 
NFTs from these two collections earns you one random sapling NFT. Many sapling NFTs 
possess the SeedX trait and a multiplier, earning Innatraea Asherah Seed token weekly.

Kurandoms and Highway Goddesses: Provide discord and content access.

Collaborations: I have done a few art collaborations with other projects. These are purely 
artwork, but I have been known to occasionally drop Innatraea Asherah Seed tokens to 
holders. I currently have minted collaborations with Tiny Toys, Crypto Yetis, and Psyched 
Era of Women.

Tezos Innatraea NFT collections:
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These are purely artwork although one collection does provide discord access. 50% of all 
Tezos NFT sales and royalties are converted to HBAR monthly and sent to the Innatraea 
Treasury wallet.

The main Innatraea collections are released on a monthly basis using the Objkt platform. 
Public sale price per NFT is 5 Tezos and Innatraea Asherah Tree holders have one month 
to buy an NFT at a 10% discount per tree held, before public listing. 

Kuro's World: These can be purchased for 10 Innatraea Asherah Seed tokens (these are a 
Hedera network HTS token, earning them is explained above). They provide discord and 
content access.

Innatraea’s Philosophy: A collection of 1/1 NFTs exploring philosophical ideas through 
artwork and attached writing. These are randomly minted and losted for 5 Tezos.

Ai to zankoku-sa: A purely art based collection exploring the culture and philosophy of 
street art and anime.
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Revenue Share:

As Innatraea IP profits come in, 10% of those profits and 50% of NFT royalties or Tezos 
sales, will be moved to the Treasury wallet. Revenue claims will be using future staking 
and rev share claims, this is both to protect me as a creator, and you as holders. I do not 
currently have an ETA on this but you can track the Treasury Wallet here:

0.0.2970801

There will always be 100 Asherah Trees, so each will be worth 1% if rev share in this 
wallet. This share stacks if you own more than one Asherah Tree. For example, having 4 
Asherah Trees will be worth 4%. I will never add more revenue share NFTs of any type to 
Innatraea.

Some things to know:

1. Revenue will not be distributed until I have a staking mechanism in place. This is to 
protect you as holders and me as a creator. I will keep everyone updated regularly. In the 
meantime the appropriate funds will be held in the Treasury wallet, which is posted above, 
so you can all check it.

2. Your Asherah Tree must be staked at snapshot time, that means unlisted.

3. You will most likely have to pass the third party KYC. 
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Innatraea Hedera Wallets:

Royalties Wallet

0.0.2991191-vqwde 

All NFT Royalties go here before being split 50/50 between the Treasury Wallet and myself 
personally.

Vault of Asherah

0.0.2991197-tyfxc

This is the burn wallet for turning decommissioned NFTs to earn Innatraea Great Tree 
Saplings.

Minting Wallet

0.0.3846453-pjepx

This wallet is used to mint Innatraea NFTs collections or to hold exterior mint profits before 
splitting between myself and the Treasury Wallet.

Treasury Wallet

0.0.2970801-tvnqd

Holds 10% of Innatraea IP profits and 50% of Innatraea Hedera NFT royalties before being 
claimed by Asherah Tree holders.

Innatraea Tezos Network Wallet:

tz1KsxF58Fn3snB7BgezyXXJons8FrAXGwLy

Holds Tezos Network profits and royalties before they are split between the Treasury 
Wallet and myself personally. Also used to mint Tezos NFTs.
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